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	Logging and Log Management: The Authoritative Guide to Understanding the Concepts Surrounding Logging and Log Management, 9781597496353 (1597496359), Syngress Publishing, 2012

	Effectively analyzing large volumes of diverse logs can pose many challenges. Logging and Log Management helps to simplify this complex process using practical guidance and real-world examples. Packed with information you need to know for system, network and security logging. Log management and log analysis methods are covered in detail, including approaches to creating useful logs on systems and applications, log searching and log review.

	
		Comprehensive coverage of log management including analysis, visualization, reporting and more
	
		Includes information on different uses for logs -- from system operations to regulatory compliance
	
		Features case Studies on syslog-ng and actual real-world situations where logs came in handy in incident response
	
		Provides practical guidance in the areas of report, log analysis system selection, planning a log analysis system and log data normalization and correlation
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Survey of Accounting (Available Titles Cengagenow)South-Western College, 2010


	Survey of Accounting, Fifth Edition, is designed for a one-term introductory

	accounting course. It provides an overview of the basic

	topics in financial and managerial accounting, without the extraneous

	accounting principles topics that must be skipped or otherwise

	modified to fit into a one-term course. Written for students...

		

3D Printed Science Projects Volume 2: Physics, Math, Engineering and Geology ModelsApress, 2017

	
		Learn physics, engineering, and geology concepts usually seen in high school and college in an easy, accessible style.

	
		This second volume addresses these topics for advanced science fair participants or those who just like reading about and understanding science. 3D Printed Science Project Volume...



		

Springer-Handbuch der Mathematik IV: Begründet von I.N. Bronstein und K.A. Semendjaew   Weitergeführt von G. Grosche, V. Ziegler und D. Ziegler   Herausgegeben von E. Zeidler (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	Als mehrbändiges Nachschlagewerk ist das Springer-Handbuch der Mathematik in erster Linie für wissenschaftliche Bibliotheken, akademische Institutionen und Firmen sowie interessierte Individualkunden in Forschung und Lehre gedacht. Es ergänzt das einbändige themenumfassende Springer-Taschenbuch der Mathematik...





	

Windows Server 2008 R2 SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Unbeatable advice and expert tips for administering, upgrading or migrating to Windows Server 2008 R2


	If you're a Windows Server 2008 system administrator, this is a reference you?ll want to keep on hand. Written by a Microsoft MVP who has multiple MCITP certifications and bestselling author, this book gives you...


		

Guide to UNIX Using Linux (Networking)Course Technology PTR, 2007

	Guide to UNIX Using Linux, Fourth Edition is updated to include new UNIX/Linux distributions,
	networking utilities, new UNIX/Linux capabilities, and coverage of both the
	GNOME and KDE desktops.The large array of commands, utilities, file systems, and other
	information you learn here applies to any Linux system and most UNIX...


		

Haskell Quick Syntax Reference: A Pocket Guide to the Language, APIs, and LibraryApress, 2019

	
		This condensed code and syntax reference presents the essential Haskell syntax in a well-organized format that can be used as a quick and handy reference, including applications to cloud computing and data analysis. This book covers the functional programming features of Haskell as well as strong static typing, lazy evaluation,...
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